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THE EASIEST WAY FOR
ACCURATE MEASUREMEN

In a competitive market, it is necessary to be a leading manufacturer
that provides a quality product within short time intervals and
with maximum resource utilization. We provide the best optical
measurement tool to achieve these goals.

BROSSH Inspection Systems is an optical measurement solution
provide and an AOI manufacturer. We are able to achieve this thanks
to our strong MAD Vision software and a line of machines tailored to
a variety of measurement solutions and to 2D- and 3D-automated
measurement systems using the nondestructive (no-contact) method.
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Accuracy

Stability

Consistency

MAD Vision Software
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BROSSH is the most
cost effective tool
in the market
Small Size,
Great Performance
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OUR TECHNOLOGY

Sub-pixel measurement capabilities

Processes sub-pixels by splitting each pixel into 50 or more Sub-Pixels. The
DV5 Series can provide a broad field-of-view while maintaining its highprecision measurement capability
.

Telecentric technology

With a normal lens, the further an object is located from the lens, the
smaller its image becomes; and the closer it is located to the lens, the larger
its image becomes. With a telecentric lens, the size of an image is constant
regardless of the distance between an object and the lens. Consequently,
the size of an image is not affected by a certain amount of height
differences.

High depth-of-field telecentric lens

MV100 models use telecentric lens which allows maintaining a constant image
size regardless of height differences as well as a high depth of field.
It ensures accurate measurement
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WHAT IS MAD VISION?
MAD Vision is an all-in-one Vision
Applications software

Meteorology
Assembly verification
Defect

MAD vision have more
than 80 different
software tools.
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MAD VISION SOFTWARE

Metrology model
The basic package consists
of reach-detection and
measurement library: Lines,
Boxes, Circles, Arcs, and Blob
Analysis (Any close-shape
Analysis) Datums (virtual lines)

Assembly verification

A simple way to teach the MAD Vision an assembly and verify this
assembly in a single click.

Defect model

Two applications:
Finds defects on a non-patterned surface
Finds defects on a repetitive-patterned surface

HARDWARE model
Control servo motors, Control I/O
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MAD VISION SOFTWARE INTERFACE

Multi Language

The MAD Vision software Is multilingual:
simply select the user's language, install and
run. Supports English, Simplified Chinese,
Korean, German, French, Italian, and Spanish

Fonts

You can set the color of lines depending on
the measurement function, as well as the font
size.

MAD vision Software
Interface

Results Window

Get measurement results on the Operator
instance in less than a second.
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MAD VISION SOFTWARE INTERFACE

Operator Instance

Allows selection of a measurement program,
monitoring data and changing the operator’s
name in real time.

Operator screen look

A security setting managed by an administrator during measuring
at the workshop. The administrator locks the instance with a
password so that parameters are not changed.

Using a barcode scanner to
call a measurement file
The MAD vision software has a USB port, which allows
connection of a USB keyboard-compatible barcode
scanner. Click to select the measurement setting data
display, and then scan a barcode to open a specific
measurement file.

Maintenance and Calibration

The BROSSH series is an optical measuring instrument.
At the time of delivery, all units are supplied with a calibration
certificate. We also support periodic calibration after delivery.
The Series is known for long-time stability.
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MEASUREMENT PROCESS
Step 1

Put the diamond on the
Measuring surfaceand click
“Measurement” – in less than 1
Sec all the diamond deamination
is on the screen .

Step 3

Once we have chosen the base we
get the X-axis and Y-axis diamond
dimensions

Step2

After we got the live video
measurement we get the diamond
drawing size.
Chose the diamond base By checking
with the computer mouse and click.

Same diamond , different chosen base.
Once we have chosen the base we
get the X-axis and Y-axis diamond
dimensions
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MEASUREMENT PROCESS
Spet 4

Lengths dimensions

Angels dimensions

Showing the angels and lengths
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MEASUREMENT PROCESS
Spet 5

MAD vision Allows you to deciding what
is the “0” points

“0” points

Dobell click on the right corner change the
“0” points

Spet 6

At the end of the measurement process and the base
location, you can send the drawing to the printer.
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DV5 SERIES MAIN APPLICATION
A small-stone (mêlée) fully automated measurement and sorting
tool with a +\-2 microns accuracy.:
No train or setups are needed, just put stone on the stage, with
any orientation, and the tool will measure and supply the stone
dimensions in less than a second.

ADVANTAGES
Quick measurement- less than a second.
Tool Specification: Measurement Accuracy- +/-2 microns.
Angle Measurement +/- 0.05 Degrees.
Range measurement: 0.5 mm up to 10 mm.
Operator can make simulation on the MAD vision software
for every angle and axis.
Can be set the “0” points.
Printing – can be printing the drawing at end of the process
imaging.
Not depend on operator.
Measure all shapes.
Small Footprint: 120x120x476.
Run on PC with windows 7/8/10.
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DV5 is an cost effective Diamond measuring system based
on advanced development platform MAD vision software.
On DV5 we were emphasis on narrow dimensions so it
will adjust to the cutting work shop space, the system
allows the sanding to configure the base stone and
take measurements or to setup the “0” point and get
measurement results.
DV5 saves time and cutting ,Improves the decision-making
process and unnecessary mistakes.

The DV5 Series
Cover
5 MP Camera
Telecentric lens

Back light

Measuring surface

Communication,
Electric Power
On/Off
Base
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DV5 SERIES SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
DV5 Series

MAD vision software
Metrology model
ready to use

Monitor

Keyboard

Pc

Mouse

Mad vision software option
Defect model option

AV model option

HARDWARE model

User accessories option
Optional Foot Pedal
The BROSSH series allows you to organize your workspace so
that both hands are available, and measure it by using a foot
pedal that activates the measuring function.
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Series
Group

MV 100

DV5

MV360

JV200

SV400

Office: +972-4-9588185
Email: brossh@brossh.com
Web: www.brossh.com

